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At present, the child-rearing issues are generally considered to be a part of the 
legal consequences of divorce in the judicial practice. This idea leads to some defects 
in judicial decisions. Beginning with quantitative analysis of a certain number of 
divorce proceedings which minors are involved in, this thesis summarizes existing 
problems, then analyzes the reasons behind them, and proves the legitimacy of the 
judge’s intervention based on professional power and the necessity of strengthening 
the power. Finally it puts forward the view of strengthening the judge’s intervention 
based on professional power, which better carries “The Child’s Best Interests 
Principle” through the divorce proceedings which minors are involved in. 
This thesis is divided into three parts including preface, body, and conclusion. 
The body includes three chapters. 
The first chapter describes a research on divorce proceedings which minors are 
involved in. Beginning with quantitative analysis of some related cases, this chapter 
first describes some outstanding phenomena including the absence of substantive 
examination of the agreement on child-rearing, negative investigation, emphasizing 
the balance of interests. These practices do serious damage to the children involved in 
the cases. It’s not just about with objective reasons like the defect of present 
legislation but also to the judge’s subjective consideration of the effect of decision. 
The second chapter discusses the value basis of judge’s intervention based on 
professional power and the practical needs to strengthen the intervention. It points out 
that the judge’s intervention based on professional power contributes to achieving 
justice, maintaining order and improving efficiency. So the existence of it is proper. 
But in general the judge should not exercise his power too much. Marriage and family 
disputes have the privacy and sociality; therefore, more efforts must be put into the 
intervention in child-rearing issues to protect the interests of minors. 
The third chapter gives author’s advice on strengthening the judge’s intervention 
based on professional power. The author suggests that the judge should carry out “The 
Child’s Best Interests Principle” in litigious activities, intervene in child-rearing issues 
settlement through multiple channels involving evidential investigation and the 
guidance of litigious activities. At the same time, legislation-perfect, a special judicial 
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现象之一。根据民政部的统计，2001 年至 2011 年期间，我国办理离婚手续的对



















                                                        
①民政部财产和机关事务司.2001 年民政事业发展统计报告[EB/OL]. 
http://cws.mca.gov.cn/article/tjbg/200801/20080100009394.shtml,2013-2-16. 






































实现了对未成年人合法权益的保护。重庆市沙坪坝区人民法院于 2009 年 12 月推
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